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Summary



We have Three Brains

regulates the body’s 
automatic functions such 
as digestion, breathing, 
and reflexive movement

controls emotions; it reacts 
to things with joy, sadness, 
fear, aggressiveness, 
apprehensiveness, anger

It controls intentional, 
purposeful, conscious activity, 
including planning



We have Two Minds

Mid BrainOld Brain New Brain

Automatic mind (Unconscious) 
Controlled mind (Conscious)

System One

System Two



Let's test your brain!



Cost of the ball is $5



What is system 
one and two?

System 1
Quick: It is like guesses, and 
shortcuts, which makes 
everything it does an 
approximation.

System 2
Slow: it accepts the quick 
estimates and judgments of 
system one even though 
they are often inaccurate.



So why do we have a system two?



Learning from Experience is Easy

• Don’t eat bad-smelling food.

• Ice cream tastes good, but it melts quickly in 
hot weather.

• Don’t open attachments from unfamiliar 
senders

System one can do it 
alone, without system 
two’s involvement



Limitations

Situations that are complex and constantly 
changing

Making a mistake does 
not necessarily mean you've learned your 
lesson

People prioritize their own experiences 
over actual facts

Make generalizations based on incomplete 
data



Performing 
learned actions is 
easy

Riding a snowboard 
after many years of 
practice.

Backing out of your 
driveway and driving 
to work.

Brushing your teeth.
Playing a piano piece 
that you have played 
hundreds of times

System one!



Performing Novel Actions is Hard

• Switching from an iPhone to Android

• Learn a new piano piece

• Learn a new programming language

System one

Lot of Practice



Implications for User-
Interface Design



Design Rules

Prominently indicate 
system status and 
users’ progress toward 
their goal

Guide users toward 
their goals Tell users explicitly and 

exactly what they need 
to know

Don’t make users 
diagnose system 
problems

Minimize the number 
and complexity of 
settings

Let people use perception 
rather than calculation

Make the system 
familiar

Let the computer 
do the math

Interactive System



Questions?


